About

Soundscapes, textures and ambiences ready to use as Kontakt instruments or WAV loops. These sounds are divided in two main categories as the source materials: concrete and gear. The raw concrete samples were recorded in different places across Europe (Paris, Dublin, London and Naples) using studio or handy equipment. The raw gear samples were recorded from hardware synthesizers like a Custom Eurorack Modular Synth, guitar pedals and noisy toys like a Thingamagoop 2. Everything was then processed and boxed inside a Kontakt instrument with a custom performance view. The pitch bend is assigned to a ±24 pitch transpose, good for glitch effects. All samples are perfect loops, so if you don't have Kontakt you can load them directly.

Specifications

- 30 Kontakt Instruments (.nki)
- 10 Kontakt Multis (.nkm)
- 31 Samples (48Khz / 24Bit)
- Size: 110 MB installed
- Formats: Kontakt and WAV (loops)
- Custom performance view
- Native Instruments Kontakt 3.5+ full retail versions is required
Installation

Once AudioThing_Soundscapes_Vol.1.rar is downloaded, you need to unzip it using a software like WinRar or UnRarX. It is better to preserve the internal folder structure, however, it is possible to place instruments and samples to separate folders/harddisks but Kontakt will ask for the new path first time you run the instrument. Kontakt 3.5 is needed. Kontakt Player will run a demo version of this library for a limited time (and with limited functions).

Instruments

Concrete - Boiling.nki
Cooking sauce

Concrete - Bowed Ride.nki
Bowed Scimitar Ride

Concrete - Escalator.nki
Guinness Storehouse® escalator noise

Concrete - Fan Big.nki
Big fan sampled from behind

Concrete - Fan Small.nki
Small fan sampled from behind

Concrete - Fridge.nki
Noisy fridge engine

Concrete - Metro Siren.nki
Paris Métro doors alarm

Concrete - Notre Dame.nki
Inside Notre Dame de Paris

Concrete - Rain (Naples).nki
Rain behind a window in Naples

Concrete - Rain (Paris).nki
Rain under an umbrella in Paris

Concrete - Sand.nki
Sand falls
Concrete - Thunder Can.nki
Thunder machine instrument

Concrete - Violin.nki
Old cheap violin

Concrete - Voices.nki
Two slowed voice samples cross faded

Concrete - Water Hands.nki
Hands and water

Gear - Binary Choirs.nki
Circuit bent Casio toy keyboard

Gear - Bit Throat
Novation Xio processed

Gear - Blackboards
Custom Eurorack Modular Synth

Gear - City Wind
Mixed layered synths/effects

Gear - Cold Machine
Roland JV1010 processed

Gear - Crits
Custom Eurorack Modular Synth

Gear - Grain
Custom Eurorack Modular Synth

Gear - Metals
Circuit bent Casio toy keyboard

Gear - Monster Cave
Mixed layered synths/effects

Gear - Sparks
Roland JV1010 processed
Gear - Thinga
Noises from a Thingamagoop 2

Gear - Thinga2
Noises from a Thingamagoop 2

Gear - Up
Custom Eurorack Modular Synth

Gear - Wash Run
Novation Xio processed

Gear - Working Chips
Mixed layered synths/effects

GUI
License
The license of this product is granted only to a single user for how many computers he/she has. All sounds and samples in this product are licensed, but not sold, to you by AudioThing for commercial and non-commercial use in music, sound-effect, audio/video post-production, performance, broadcast or similar finished content-creation and production use.
This license expressly forbids any unauthorized inclusion of content contained within this library, or any AudioThing library, into any other sample instrument or loop, samples or SFX library of any kind, without our express written consent.

Thank You
Thank you for buying this AudioThing library, we hope you will have as much fun as we had making this product.

For help or any question, feel free to mail us: info@audiothing.net